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Abstract 
At the end of 2014 Helsinki planning department published the draft of their new general 
plan. It includes an initiative to convert several of its major roads from expressways to urban 
boulevards, in order to utilize this central land for development of housing and workplaces. 
Such a large scale initiative is bound to result in much accumulated experience and 
knowledge about this topic which other cities could learn from. In Stockholm projects to 
utilize land along roads has occurred but none has yet been at the scale of motorways. 
Considering the extreme housing shortage in the region it can be assumed that there would be 
an interest in Stockholm to learn from experiences in Helsinki.  

However, planning experiences can often be quite case specific; not always translatable from 
one project to another. Different cities will have different conditions. The main objective of 
this research is therefore to investigate the similarities and differences in the conditions for 
boulevardisation in Stockholm and Helsinki. Factors considered are laws, regional and 
national regulations, political and public opinion and physical circumstances such as structure 
of development and transport networks. The investigation is done through examinations of 
plan documents, statistics and through case studies of three projects. One of the projects is the 
boulevardisation project of Helsinki. The other two cases are projects in two different 
municipalities of Stockholm county in which the possibilities for conversion have been 
investigated by planners. 

The conclusions present several similarities and differences between conditions for 
boulevardisation in Stockholm and Helsinki. Some of the differences are favorable to 
Stockholm and some to Helsinki. Some of the conclusions suggest the need for the county to 
have a larger role in a boulevardisation project on a similar scale as the one in Helsinki. 

Keywords: Boulevardisation, case study, Stockholm, Helsinki, urban planning 
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Sammanfattning 
I slutet av 2014 publicerade Helsingfors stadsplaneringskontor ett utkast till deras nya 
generalplan. I denna plan ingår ett initiativ att omvandla ett flertal stora vägar från motorleder 
till stadsboulevarder. Detta görs för att kunna nyttja marken längs med för byggande av 
bostäder och arbetsplatser. Ett sådant storskaligt initiativ kan förmodas leda till en stor mängd 
erfarenhet och kunskap om denna typ av omvandlingar, vilket andra städer kan lära av. I 
Stockholm har omvandlingar av vägar till stadsgator förekommit men ännu ingen på skalan av 
motorleder. Med tanken på den extrema bostadsbristen i regionen borde det finnas ett intresse 
i Stockholm att lära av Helsingfors. 

Dock är kunskap och erfarenhet i planeringssammanhang ofta fallspecifika och inte 
generaliserbara från ett projekt till ett annat. Olika städer har olika förhållanden. Huvudsyftet 
med detta arbete är därför att undersöka likheter och skillnader i förutsättningarna för sådan 
boulevardisering i Stockholm och Helsingfors. Faktorer som beaktas är lagar, regionala och 
nationella bestämmelser, politisk och allmän opinion samt fysiska faktorer som 
bebyggelsestruktur och transportnät. Dessa undersöks genom plandokument, statistik samt 
fallstudier av tre projekt. Ett av projekten är Helsingfors boulevardiseringsplaner. De andra är 
projekt i två olika kommuner i Stockholms län i vilka möjligheterna för omvandling har 
undersökts av planerare. 

Slutsatsen visar på ett flertal likheter mellan förutsättningarna för boulevardisering av 
motorleder i Stockholm och Helsingfors. Vissa av skillnaderna är till fördel för Stockholm, 
andra för Helsingfors. Somliga slutsatser tyder på att boulevardiseringsplaner av samma skala 
som i Helsingfors skulle vara mest lämpliga att inledas på länsnivå i Stockholm. 

Nyckelord: Boulevardisering, fallstudie, Stockholm, Helsingfors, stadsplanering 

Svensk titel: Från Trafikleder till Stadsboulevarder – En Jämförelse av Förutsättningarna för 
Boulevardisering i Stockholm och Helsingfors. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
A common theme in contemporary planning is the ambition for increasing urban quality in 
cities. As stated in a project report by the Swedish Road Administration and Uppsala 
Municipality (2009, pp 6): 

“A new awareness regarding the value of the city has emerged and with it an understanding 
that past times sprawled out development, with separation and zoning, in many places has 
depleted the city and created unappealing living environments. A greater plot ratio utilizes 
the land more efficiently, provides a larger base of population for shops and services, schools 
and more, makes for shorter distances to destinations, a larger base for public transport etc. 
Technical supply in terms of district heating, water and sewage and telecom can be supplied 
in more efficient and environmental ways. The dense city is appreciated and in demand. New 
considerations have to be made to further develop the qualities of the traditional city while 
still preserve the qualities of living.”  

Apart from the ambitions for increasing urban qualities there is also often the question of 
growth of the city in a way that, as the quote states, makes efficient use of land and of various 
functions. This can be done by densification, where new development is added to existing 
built areas. One type of area viewed with interest for such growth is land used for 
infrastructure transport. Motorways and roads of similar characteristics in central locations 
often make adjacent land unsuitable for development and create barriers in the urban 
environment. Methods for utilizing this land have been discussed and tried all over the world. 
One such method is that of boulevardisation; to transform such roads into urban boulevards. 

A boulevard allows for a more efficient use of land than roads designated for high speed 
traffic. It can be used by other modes of transport and the land alongside it can be used for 
development. In the Stockholm region the extreme housing shortage and need for new 
development should make such conversions desirable. Projects to utilize land along roads has 
occurred in Stockholm, for example in the cases of Sollentunavägen, and Hägerstensvägen 
and the ongoing Skärholmsvägen, but none has yet been at the scale of motorways.  

However, such a conversion is not without complications. As seen with many existing streets 
in Stockholm, development adjacent to highly trafficked roads is problematic. The most well-
known example is probably the inner city street Hornsgatan where the high level of 
atmospheric particulate matter is the greatest health concern (Stockholm Municipality, 2012).  
Current planning regulations are stricter about what kinds of development conditions can be 
allowed.  

At the end of 2014 Helsinki planning department published the draft of their new general plan 
which includes a comprehensive plan to convert all major roads inside their inner ring road 
into urban boulevards. Roughly estimated this is about 30 km length of road transformation 
(Suomi and Rauramo, 2015). The complementary planning material includes large scale 
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analyses of the effect on the entire Helsinki transport system and reports about design 
solutions to mitigate problems of noise or air quality. The project is only in the 
comprehensive planning phase and going forward the planners and decision makers will have 
to solve a variety of technical questions as well as bureaucratic ones. Most likely they will 
gain much valuable knowledge and experience from the process. However planning 
experiences can often be quite case specific; not always translatable from one project to 
another. Different cities will have different conditions depending on a variety of factors. 
Therefore the first question to ask about this in regards to planning in Stockholm is how its 
conditions compare to those in Helsinki.  

1.2 Objectives and Scope 
The aim of this research is to investigate the possibility for planners and decision makers to 
apply knowledge and experience from the Helsinki boulevardisation project in the 
development planning of Stockholm.  

This is done through the research question: What are the similarities and differences in the 
conditions for converting roads reserved for high speed vehicle traffic into urban boulevards 
in Stockholm and Helsinki?  

Some conditions examined will be laws, regulations, political and public opinion and physical 
circumstances such as structure of development and transport networks. In Helsinki the 
conditions are described through the investigation of the plans for converting all such roads 
inside the inner ring road of the city into boulevards. This project is described in the draft to 
the new general plan of Helsinki and its related documents. In Stockholm there are no 
comprehensive plans of this kind for conversion. Therefore two cases, where possibilities for 
conversion have been investigated by the planners, have been chosen. The cases are both in 
the Stockholm county in two different municipalities: Stockholm and Sundbyberg. The reason 
they were chosen is because they were the only cases found in Stockholm where such 
conversion had been investigated. 

1.3 Methodology 

1.3.1 Case studies 
This thesis contains case studies of three different municipal planning projects, in Stockholm, 
Sundbyberg and Helsinki.  

Goodrick (2014, pp1) states that:  
 
“A case study is an in-depth examination, often undertaken over time, of a single case – such 
as a policy, programme, intervention site, implementation process or participant.”  

Goodrick mentions that a work can cover several cases and in this instance the purpose is to 
produce more generalizable conclusions about cause and effect, for example how and why a 
certain policy works. Goodrick names this as comparative case studies. Silverman (2012) 
refers to a study with several cases as a collective case study and states that the purpose of this 
is to investigate a specific occurrence or circumstance. Goodrick’s description fits the closest 
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with the purpose of this work as the purpose of the case studies is to draw conclusions of the 
conditions for boulevardisation in the two cities.  

Silverman (2012) states that even though a case study is the study of a case as a whole it is 
important to have the focus of a research problem in order to draw conclusions. He also 
emphasizes the importance of defining boundaries of the case at an early state. For the cases 
in this thesis the variables which define the boundaries could be described as spatial and 
juridical. Each case study is about municipal plans for certain specific areas. In Stockholm 
municipality the examination consists of an ongoing planning process for detail plans in a 
specific area of Älvsjö which contains an intersection of two expressways. This case was 
chosen because the purpose of the plan included statements about reducing the barrier effects 
of roads and creating urban qualities. This suggests that interventions related to 
boulevardisation would have been examined. In Sundbyberg municipality the case is the 
preparation for a possible future planning process of transforming Enköpingsvägen. This case 
was selected because of the expressed ambitions in the Sundbyberg comprehension plan to 
reduce this roads barrier effect by transforming it to be more urban. In Helsinki it is the 
boulevardisation project which is part of the development of their new general plan. This 
project gives an extensive overview of the conditions for boulevardisation in Helsinki 
municipality.  

1.3.2 Interviews 
For this work interviews were made with planners for each one of the studied municipalities: 
Stockholm, Sundbyberg and Helsinki. The earliest one was an interview Sara Johansson and 
Eva Kåverud in Sundbyberg in February 26, the second with Christina Suomi and Tapani 
Rauramo in Helsinki in March 17 and the third with Stockholm municipal planner Caroline 
Björk Novak in March 30. The interviews were conducted in person with recordings made. In 
addition to these three main interviews a short interview was carried out with Helsinki 
University professor Rami Ratvio in Helsinki in March 18.  

The two interviews in Stockholm were conducted in Swedish and the two in Helsinki mainly 
in English. The interviews were semi-structured with the questions prepared in advance but 
follow up questions asked. At the start of each interview, a presentation of the the project was 
given by the interviewees.  

1.3.3 Language of material 
When reading this thesis it is important to consider that a majority of the material referenced 
was originally written in another language than English. In both Sweden and Finland the 
majority of the most influential plan and policy documents are made available in English but a 
translation will never be exactly the same as the original. Verbatim equivalences of terms and 
concepts are often not possible. There is always a risk that the intended definitions get lost in 
translation.  

Most material referenced in this thesis is in English and Swedish. For Finland much material 
is available in English and even more in Swedish since it, along with Finnish, is an official 
language.  Despite this there were many documents related to the Helsinki master plan and the 
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plans of boulevardisation which were not available in any other language than Finnish. 
Therefore, in the work of this thesis, the general content of many municipal documents 
regarding this topic was understood by using the online service Google Translate on certain 
sections. The process of translation was made with the assistance of several native Finnish 
speakers with a good knowledge of English. These translations were used mainly as 
preparations for the Interviews in Helsinki; to gain a better understanding on which questions 
that would be useful to ask. However there are instances where these translated sources are 
referenced which, when it occurs, will be noted.  

1.4 Concepts 

1.4.1 Urbanity 
As mentioned in the introduction the current paradigm in planning values urban qualities. 
However, there is no consensus on what exactly those qualities are and how they should be 
achieved. Many attempts have been made to define the concept of urbanity. The first step to 
define them would be to acknowledge that they are of both physical and social dimensions. 
Lees (2010) discusses this in an article, referring to the two as the sociocultural and the built 
environment.  

This thesis suggests three general physical factors of urbanity as: 

• Density, of development 
• Mixed land use, of functions and activities 
• Accessibility, for people to these functions and activities 

All of these three are common factors in various definitions of urbanity. Jacobs (1961), Jacobs 
and Appleyard (1987) and Lees (2010) among others used the first two in their list of 
qualifications of urbanity. The third term, accessibility, is not as often referred to, possibly 
because it is even more general of a term than the first two. Handy and Niemeier (1997, pp 
1175) write of it with the definition:  
 
“Accessibility is determined by the spatial distribution of potential destinations, the ease of 
reaching each destination, and the magnitude, quality, and character of the activities found 
there.” 

This would be related to various other factors including density, land use physical and mental 
barriers and efficiency of transport. This would include pedestrian connections which Jacobs 
(1961) and Lees (2010) mention as factors. It would also include good access to public 
transport which is another factor mentioned by Lees (2010). 

These three factors of density, mixed land use and accessibility, cannot be seen as a complete 
list of the qualities of urbanity. At most they can be viewed as minimum requirements which 
must be present at a certain level for any amount of urban quality to be achieved. In the 
section of this thesis concerning relevant municipal plans it will be clear that all three 
municipals investigated consider density, mixed use and accessibility (as it relates to 
connection) to be desirable qualities.  
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1.4.2 Boulevardisation 
If density, mixed use and accessibility are desirable qualities in a city, the next question is 
how these factors are going to be achieved. One common method is densification, to add new 
development adjacent to existing. One type of places of interest for such densification is along 
traffic routes which often have unbuilt land alongside them. The interest in these routes is not 
only due to this unbuilt land but also to the view of the effect traffic routes have on the city. 
Swedish Road Administration and Uppsala Municipality (2009) state that traffic routes form 
barriers between areas. They account these barriers as partly due to physical distance and 
partly to mental factors such as unwillingness of people to visit unpopulated and noisy 
environments. Their report argues for the importance of transforming such roads into more 
multifunctional spaces to include a diversity in modes of transport, and other functions 
besides mobility. 

Plans for such transformations is a large part of the overall vision of the new Helsinki general 
plan. Their concept of such a transformation is referred to as boulevardisation as their plan 
entails converting roads reserved for high speed traffic into urban boulevards. In English 
translations for material related to the general plan the municipality refers to the current roads 
as highways. Judging by the the lexical definition of the term it is not the most suitable. 
Merriam-Webster’s dictionary (n.d.a) defines highway as: 

“A public way; especially :  a main direct road” 

Judging by this it is a rather vague term and does not involve design, speed limits or the type 
of vehicles allowed. These are important factors regarding transformation. A more suitable 
term to describe the current roads would be expressway which Merriam-Webster (n.d.b) 
defines as: 

“A high-speed divided highway for through traffic with access partially or fully controlled”  

This term is more precise in its description of the type of roads subject to investigation in the 
Helsinki case and also in the two other cases in Stockholm and Sundbyberg municipality. An 
even more precise definition of the types of roads investigated in these cases would be: 

“High capacity roads designated to thoroughfare of high speed traffic with few accesses 
which are partially or fully controlled and often with some degree of separation of opposing 
traffic flow.”      

Another term in need of a stipulative definition for this work is boulevard. It is a vague term 
whose lexical definitions consist mainly of it being a broad road often lined with trees. In the 
Helsinki planning documents the term urban boulevard is used to describe the kind of road 
envisioned with the transformation more definitely. A suitable stipulative definition for 
boulevard in this thesis would be: 

“A broad road lined with trees and with development alongside it which has a high capacity 
for cars but a speed limit and design that allows for other modes of transportation and for a 
use of the streetscape as a meeting space.” 
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Fig 1. Map of Stadsholmen, Norrmalm and 
Södermalm in 1655  

2 History 
2.1 Stockholm and Sundbyberg 
Stockholm was founded in the mid 1200’s. The area was settled long before, but because 
Sweden took over Finland at this time the Stockholm area became more important for trade. 
The original city consisted of only 
development on the small island 
Stadsholmen. During the reign of Gustav 
Vasa in the years of 1523-1560 the role of 
Stockholm became even stronger. During the 
1600’s Sweden had a time of geographical 
and economic expansion by conquering vast 
tracts of land from other countries. This 
added new demands and opportunities for 
Stockholm as the capital of this expanding 
nation. In 1637 plans with grid structures 
were made for its north and south areas 
Norrmalm and Södermalm. Basically all 
buildings, apart from the churches, were torn 

down to make room for the new street 
network and development in these areas 
(Lundevall, 2006).   

2.1.1 Industrialization 
In the mid 1800’s the industrial revolution reached Sweden. The earliest sign of this was the 
construction of railroad networks. Much new development was built by the railway stations in 
the vicinity of Stockholm. One of the earliest was by the station situated on the country estate 
of Sundbyberg gård. Once the station opened the owner of the estate started parceling out and 
selling the land. Housing, workshops and factories were built on the lots. The municipality 
Sundbyberg was founded 1888 when the country estate, considerably smaller than today, 
broke away from Bromma municpality. In 1927 Sundbyberg officially became a town 
(Björnsson, 1988). 

2.1.2 Suburbs and expressways 
At the turn of the 19th century the Stockholm municipality had bought large tracts of land 
outside the existing grid planned inner city, several municipalities to the west and south were 
incorporated into Stockholm. Leasehold estates for villas and smaller single family houses 
were built on this land connected to the city with tram and light rail. The land closest to the 
inner city was saved for the further expansion of the grid city (Björnsson, 1988). 

The 1930’s was the start of modernism planning in Sweden. The ideal was development 
separated by function and constructed with processes of standardization and mass production. 
Housing was to be built with good access to nature, light and clean air. In 1950 the first metro 
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line was opened with development by its stations. Of the suburbs built during the 1900’s the 
largest four were Vällingby in 1954, Farsta in 1960, Skärholmen in 1968 and Kista in 1977. 
These four had large suburban centers with shopping and services. Between the years 1965 – 
1974 a program to build one million homes, in form of apartments and single family houses, 
to solve the housing crisis, was carried out. Through 1950’s – 1970’s much development in 
the inner city was also torn down and replaces with modernist buildings (Lundevall, 2006). 

 
Fig 2. Incorporations of land into Stockholm municipality (Lundevall, 2006) 

The planning of suburbs was criticized for creating sleeping towns, since they had no 
workplaces. In 1970’s the criticism reached its height with strong dissatisfaction of the 
million program development which was accused of being ugly and monotonous. This was 
the turning point back to the urban. The last suburb built in the Stockholm municipality was 
Skarpnäck in the beginning of the 1980’s. Since then all new development has been done 
within and between existing areas. Complications with such plans have been the arrangement 
of street networks and protests to changes in existing areas (Lundevall, 2006). Some of the 
largest development projects, such as Hammarbysjöstad and Norra Djurgårdstaden, have been 
made possible by conversion of former industrial areas. 

Essingleden and other expressways were built in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Many more such 
roads were planned, both new constructions and conversion of city streets, but were never 
implemented. Some of the planned expressways from this time, Österleden, Södra Länken, 
Norra länken and Kungshattsleden, have been brought up again as tunnels. Södra Länken and 
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Norra Länken are completed and Österleden considered. Kungshattsleden has been the base to 
the plans for the new bypass Förbifart Stockholm (Lundevall, 2006). 

2.2 Helsinki 
Helsinki was founded in 1550, by the Swedish king Gustav Vasa, when Finland was part of 
Sweden. In the beginning of the 1800's Sweden lost Finland to Russia in the Finnish war. The 
Russians established the country as the Grand Duchy of Finland with Helsinki as its main 
city. In 1808 a fourth of the town had burned down and a general plan for the rebuilding was 
made. Its main street network became the earliest framework for current day Helsinki 
(Lönnqvist and Rönkkö, 1988). Important buildings were made of stonea, designed in a 
similar style to the Neo-Classical buildings in St. Petersburg. 2006 (Helsinki Municipality 
Planning Department, 2006).  

2.2.1 Industrialization 
In the mid 1850's the industrial revolution 
reached Finland. Helsinki grew to 
accommodate all the new industries and 
housing for workers. Between 1850 and 
1900 the population grew and plans were 
laid out for the expansion of development 
(Lönnqvist and Rönkkö, 1988).  

The most successful factory owners 
became rich and influential men in the 
city. This was not appreciated in Russia. 
Before this Finland had been largely self-
governed but now measures were taken to 
make it a part of the Russian empire. This 
created a strong opposition among its 
citizens which grew until the First World 
War. In 1917 the Bolsheviks declared the 
right of any Russian territory to choose 
their sovereignty and Finland declared 
itself independent (Lönnqvist and Rönkkö, 
1988). 

 

 

In the 1920's there was an extreme housing shortage in Helsinki and much development was 
carried out to remedy this. The planning became visionary with prospects of new harbors and 
even skyscrapers. In the 1930's the depression put a stop to those plans (Lönnqvist and 
Rönkkö, 1988). Since 1920 the city had continued to grow outside the borders of the Helsinki 
municipality. In the neighboring municipalities the development was less dense and with a 
higher share of housing over other development. In 1946 these neighboring areas were 

Fig 3. Map of Helsinki in 1909 (Helsinki 
Municipality Planning Department, 2006) 
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incorporated into the municipality (Turpeinen, 2002). 

 
Fig 4. Timeline of added neighbouring areas to Helsinki Municipality Helsinki 

Municipality Planning Department, 2006 

2.2.2 Suburbs and expressways 
In 1950's the theory of suburbs became the norm in Helsinki municipality. Until then the 
majority of development had been done in the inner city, mostly by tearing down small 
wooden buildings and replacing them with taller ones in concrete. Now the view became that 
forest areas should be left between new development and the center in order to give the 
inhabitants access to nature. The theories were inspired by the principles of the garden city 
and from ideals of functionalism with the emphasis on separation of housing, workplaces and 
traffic. The 1960 general plan for Helsinki was strongly influenced by these theories, it 
contained four groups of suburbs separated by forest and connected with light rail (Turpeinen, 
2002).  

During the 1950’s and 60’s the road network of Helsinki was extended by construction of the 
expressways from the center. The first road, Hämeenlinnanväylä/Tavastehusleden, was 
completed in 1951 as a two lane road. In 1960 the highways Turunväylä/Åboleden and the 
first part of the Itäväylä/Österleden was opened. In 1965 Länsiväylä/Västerleden was 
extended to the neighboring municipality Esbo (Turpeinen, 2002). Part of construction of the 
first ring road, Ring I, begun in the 1950’s although the descision to make it a bypass was not 
made until 1962. The construction of Tusulantie (Tusbyvägen), Lahdentie (Lahtisvägen), and 
Porvoon Moottoritie (Borgå Motorvägen) begun in 1964 and was still continuing in the 
1990’s. Immediately when the Rings were finished the work to convert them from two lanes 
to four began (Turpeinen, 2002). 

According to Turpeinen (2002) the suburban planning received much critique. Inhabitants 
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complained about the lack of service and bad atmosphere. The planners responsible for the 
inner city complained about the risk of monotony in the center because of inadequate balance 
due to a dominance of offices over housing. Overall the citizens were also dissatisfied with 
the traffic solutions, which was not designed for the number of private cars which caused 
congestion.  

The significance of Helsinki as a location for production industry was decreasing. Up until the 
mid 1960’s the Helsinki harbor was the most important harbor for Finland. This changed 
when the import of crude oil was moved from there to other harbors. At the present the trade 
and manufacturing industry is much more evenly distributed in the entire country than it has 
been historically (Turpeinen, 2002). 

In 1970 a new general plan was approved with the purpose of planning new development 
according the principle of a linear city. The development was to be located along rail to 
facilitate transport. Workplaces and services within the centers were also planned to decrease 
car dependency. Another general plan in the same theme was approved in 1981. The 
development of more workplaces in the suburbs succeeded but separation of function lead to 
more car traffic in the suburbs. The population in the city center continued to decrease and the 
number of workplaces to increase. This was due to conversion of apartment and industrial 
buildings into offices and old housing being torn down and replaced with office buildings 
(Turpeinen, 2002). 

According to Ratvio (2015) recent planning of new development has been overall relatively 
slow. Development close to residential areas results in much activity from interest groups and 
large amount of complaints about the plans. Most of the recent new urban development has 
been former harbor areas such as Kalasatama/Fiskhamnen and Jätkäsaari/Busholmen. These 
are currently the most expensive areas in Finland.  

 
Fig 5. Conceptual drawing of Kalasatama (Helsinki Municipality, n.d.a)  
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10. Structure of Development and Population 
The following section presents some visual statistics. The tables with the exact number for 
each statistics and the sources can be found in the attachments. 

10.1 Comparison 

Counties 

 
Fig 6. Population density c.                Fig 7. Car ownership c.         Fig 8. Public transport share c.       

 

Municipalities 

 
     Fig 9. Land surface m.          Fig 10. Population Density m.         Fig 11. Car ownership m. 
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Fig 12. Illustration made of the average density in population in each administrative district of 
Stockholm, Sundbyberg and Helsinki in the same scale (Stockholm Municipality, 2015b , Sundbyberg 
Municipality, 2015 and Helsinki Municipality, 2014) 

Fig 13. Illustration of roads matching the stipulative definition of expressway 

10.2 Summary of Significant Factors 
Stockholm county has a significantly smaller land mass and higher population density than 
Uusimaa/Nyland. The car ownership in the two counties is relatively similar but the share of 
trips taken with public transport is higher in Stockholm county. 

For the three municipalities Sundbyberg is by far the smallest while Stockholm and Helsinki 
is quite equal in size. The land mass of Helsinki is more cohesive while in Stockholm it is 
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divided by water. The network of expressway is more expansive in Helsinki than in 
Stockholm, though Stockholm has part of its network in tunnel. 

The car ownership is the lowest in Sundbyberg and highest in Stockholm though the 
difference between Helsinki and Stockholm is small. The population density of Stockholm 
and Sundbyberg is much higher than Helsinki. The difference in population density is 
especially notable between the city centers of each city.  
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3. Relevant Plan Documents and Regulations 
3.1 Sweden National Plans and Regulations 
The National Plan for the Transport System (Nationell plan för transportsystemet) is the plan 
which presents the long term plans for investments, operation and maintenance of state 
infrastructure. This concerns the E-road network, the state railroad and the co-financing of 
regional public transit (Swedish Transport Administration, 2014). The general national 
transport goal is to: “...ensure a socioeconomically efficient and long-term sustainable 
transport system for citizens and business throughout the entire nation.” Attached to this 
general goal are two sub goals. The first one is the Goal of Function (funktionsmål) to ensure 
everyone basic access to travel and transport. The Second one is the goal of consideration 
(hänsynsmål) to take into account environmental, safety and health aspects (Ministry of 
Industry, 2013). 

Regarding land use the most influential regulations at state level are those concerning national 
interests (Riksintressen). National interests are geographical areas which have been 
determined as containing important national values and qualities. These values concern a 
variety of topics and are determined by a number of national authorities (National Board of 
Housing, Building and Planning, 2015). The types of national interests most relevant for this 
thesis are those determined by the Swedish Transport Administration which are to protect 
current and future needs for important roads, railroads, harbors and airports (Swedish 
Transport Administration, 2013). 

3.2 Stockholm County 
The majority of infrastructure and land use planning is done at regional and municipal level. 
The planning on the regional level is the responsibility of the nation’s 12 County Councils. 
There are a number of influential regional plan measures for Stockholm. Two of them are The 
Regional Development Plan for the Stockholm County 2010 (Regional utvecklingsplan för 
Stockholms län – RUFS 2010) and The County Plan for Regional Transport Infrastructure 
Länsplan för regional transportinfrastruktur i Stockholms län 2014–2025). The public 
transport systems are organized on county level. 

The development plan is a strategy for the general development of the Stockholm County. 
The most recent development plan is aimed at 2030 and presents the four goals of: 

• accessibility,  

• living conditions,  

• growth  

• resource efficiency.  

These four goals include a wide variety of topics such as tolerance of diversity, good access to 
all kinds of transport, growth in innovation and business, good air and water quality, low 
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emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases (Stockholm County Council, 2010a).  

The County Plan provides a summary of all regional planned measures of transport 
infrastructure (Stockholm County Council, 2014). It describes the infrastructure plans for the 
Stockholm County, how they affect each other, in which order they will be prioritized and the 
reasoning behind them. The document emphasizes the importance of certain rail investments 
and the expansion of systems such as subway, regional road network and bicycle. It also 
specially highlights the importance of an increased travel capacity between north and south 
Stockholm county (Stockholm County Council, 2014). 

3.3 Hazardous Cargo in Sweden 
Hazardous cargo is a collective term for cargo which, if not handled properly during transport, 
may cause harm to people, property or the environment. The cargo may for example have 
explosive, flammable, toxic, infectious, radioactive or corrosive properties (Swedish 
Association of Local Authorities and Regions, 2012). 

3.3.1 Development laws 
The transport of hazardous cargo affects the planning of new development. The basis for this 
is the law in the Swedish Planning and Building Act (PBL). In chapter 2 paragraph 5 it is 
stated: 

“In the planning process and in matters regarding building permits and advance rulings 
according to this law development and constructions shall be localized to land suitable to its 
purpose in regards to  

....5. the risk for accidents, floods and erosion.” 

While chapter 11 paragraph 6 states: 

“In the planning process, in matters regarding building permits and measures regarding 
buildings which does not require permits according to this law development and 
constructions shall be shaped and positioned on the intended land in a manner which is 
suitable in regards to 

...2. protection against emerging and spreading of fire and against traffic accidents and other 
accidents,” 

(Ministry of Health and Social Affairs, 2015) 

The responsibility for this lays with the municipalities. However the Swedish Planning and 
Building act also states the responsibility of each county administrative board to challenge 
municipal plans if they are deemed unsuitable in this matter.  

3.3.2 Recommendations 
In regards to hazardous cargo the laws of risk consideration are the base for a complicated 
system of recommendations and guidelines. The administrative board of each county issues 
recommendations of transport routes and guidelines to the municipalities about how to plan 
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development adjacent to these routes.  

In Stockholm the network of recommended roads consists of primary and secondary routes 
(County Administrative Board of Stockholm, 2012). The primary routes are considered the 
most important routes in the transport network for hazardous cargo. They are the routes 
intended to be used for the throughway traffic. On these routes there are often large quantities 
and many different kinds of cargo. The secondary routes are primarily for local transport 
between the primary routes and the origin or the destination. These are not recommended to 
be used for throughway traffic (Stockholm County Council, 2014). The roads chosen for 
recommendation are the ones with the highest possible standard and with surroundings where 
an accident would not have serious consequences. The recommendations are merely 
guidelines and do not prohibit vehicles from using other routes (County Administrative Board 
of Stockholm, 2012).  

Prohibitions against transport of hazardous cargo are made through local restrictions. Possible 
restrictions are to prohibit the use of certain routes or to use them only at specific time a week 
or in the year, or to force vehicles who want to use certain bridges or tunnels to adhere to 
stricter safety precautions. In Stockholm there are numerous restrictions, for example against 
throughway traffic in the inner city (County Administrative Board of Stockholm, 2012). 

Each administrative board also provides guidelines to the municipalities for minimalizing the 
risk of new development adjacent to recommended roads. According to the County 
Administrative Board of Stockholm (2012) the most common recommendation is to establish 
a safety distance between the route and the planned development and to choose the type of 
development that entails less risk. Housing for example is considered more hazardous than 
workplaces. 

 

Fig 14. Recommended safety distances from rail and road with hazardous cargo for different land use  
(County Administrative Board of Stockholm, 2012) 
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3.3.3 Effects on municipal planning 
When initiating a planning process for a site adjacent to a road recommended for 
transportation of hazardous cargo a risk assessment may have to be made. There are no 
national guidelines for when this is the case. According to the Swedish Association of Local 
Authorities and Regions (2012) development within 150 meter distance from transport of 
hazardous cargo should be considered for risk assessment. According to the County 
Administrative Board of Stockholm (2012) such an assessment should analyze the existence 
of different risks, their magnitude, the risk in regards to people and the need for security 
precautions. The risk assessments can generally be conducted by municipal planners but in 
certain cases with more complex calculations specialists might be needed. An example of 
such cases is stated to be development with shorter safety distance than the recommended.  

The County Administrative Board of Stockholm (2012) states in that it considers the use of a 
safety distance of 25 meters to be fundamental necessity, in planning of buildings on sites 
adjacent to routes recommended for hazardous cargo. This is regardless of the assessed level 
of risk or the additional safety precautions taken. Furthermore they state that this safety 
distance is not a guaranty that the level of risk is acceptable. Additional safety precautions 
may be necessary, assessment has to be made on a case to case basis. It also recommends that 
the areas of the safety distances are not designed in a manner which encourages people to 
reside there.  

In an earlier report the board states that the level of risk is highly dependent on the road being 
a primary or secondary route. Since the secondary routes are not intended for throughway 
traffic it is often possible to identify the origin or destination of the transports on these routes, 
and thereby determine what types of goods are being transported and in what amounts. Even 
so the report also proclaims that no development should be built closer than 25 meter from 
any routes for hazardous cargo. This to avoid risks related to run-off-roads and accidents with 
petroleum products (County Administrative Board of Stockholm, 2000).  

Despite this, the document does give examples of various ways in which shorter safety 
distances could be acceptable. One example is a plan for development of housing and offices 
on a site adjacent both to a primary and a secondary route. The text states that the distance 
between the facade of the closest buildings and the road can be possible if the facade is made 
fire proof to protect it from accidents with flammable cargo. Still there are a number of 
possible risks reaming such as heat radiation causing window panes to break or passing 
through the glass to ignite material inside. The size of the windows and the material used in 
the adjacent rooms must be considered. Another important factor is the function of the 
buildings. Office buildings is less of a risk than housing because the former is mostly 
occupied only in daytime and by adults who are able to evaluate a situation and alarm others 
(County Administrative Board of Stockholm, 2000). 

The County Administrative Board of Stockholm (2000) refers to examples of planning 
regulations that can be used to place demands on construction or layout: 

• Prohibition against placing certain rooms, such as bedrooms or living rooms, against 
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the facade at risk.  

• Demands on facade or other parts of the construction to be built by fire retardant or 
resistant material. 

• No air vents placed in the facade at risk.  

• Windows in the facade at risk may only be opened with certain tools. 

3.4 Relevant Swedish Municipal Plans 

3.4.1 Promenadstaden  
Promenadstaden (The Walkable City) is the name of the current comprehensive plan of 
Stockholm Municipality (2010a). It was published in 2010 and gained legal force in 2012. Its 
goals are based on the material of the municipal vision document Vision 2030. From the goals 
of this document nine areas of focus were identified and compiled to become the base of an 
urban development strategy. The areas were: 

• Stockholm as the city on the water 
• A strong business and educational system 
• A socially coherent and vibrant city 
• Sport, recreation and attractive green areas 
• A modern transport system and sustainable traveling 
• Supply of housing in a growing city 
• New energy solutions and technical system of supply 
• A city rich in experiences and cultural historical values 
• Environment, health and safety in a dense city 

These goals resulted in the strategy points described by the documents as: 

• Continued strengthening of central Stockholm 
• Investment in attractive focus nodes 
• Connection of the different parts of the city 
• Promotion of a vibrant urban environment in the entire city 

The focus nodes are locations outside the inner city which have been chosen as focus areas for 
development because of their importance as junctions for the public transport and their good 
supply of services. A total of nine areas of focus have been chosen, four of them north and 
five south of the inner city. The aim is for these nodes to be the sub cores to the inner city in 
order to create a multicore city, where not only the inner city offers attractive dense urban 
areas.  Connections are to be improved by development in gaps between areas, and by 
investment in public transport and car infrastructure. Two of the most major investments are 
the new commuter line tunnel Citybanan and the bypass Förbifarten, both with the purpose of 
improving connection between north and south Stockholm which has few links at present 
(Stockholm Municipality, 2010a). 
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3.4.2 Sundbyberg comprehensive plan 
The current comprehensive plan for Sundbyberg was approved in 2010 (Sundbyberg 
Municipality, 2013).  

The base for the plan is a vision for Sundbyberg in 2020 regarding: 

• An increased sense of safety 
• Equal opportunities to a Good health 
• Continued growth of inhabitants and businesses 
• A decreased level of throughway traffic and car dependency  
• Continuing of the principles of a balance in development of housing and workplace 
• A rich, accessible cultural life as a positive driving force 
• Development and strengthening of the green areas and parks and for the opportunity of 

organized and spontaneous sports 
• Increased integration between people and places by a higher mix of use and better 

accessibility and mobility between different areas 

The plan identifies several areas of change which are to be developed according to more 
detailed plans such as in depth comprehensive plans or urban core strategy (Sundbyberg 
Municipality, 2013). 

3.5 Finland National Plans and Regulations 
In Finland, the regional planning of development and land use is the responsibilities of the 18 
regional councils. The regional takes into account the national goals set by the ministries and 
Government. The national government must in their turn take into account the plans and 
programs of the regional councils when making decisions. Helsinki is located in the 
Uusima/Nyland region which consists of 26 municipalities (Uusimaa Regional Council, 
2014).    

All regional councils are required to produce several regional development plans, long term 
and short term, which have effect on the municipal planning (Uusimaa Regional Council, 
2014). These plans, together with national objecitves, guides the general and detailed planning 
of the municipalities. Municipalities can also make cooperative plans together. The most 
influential cross municipal and regional plans to Helsinki are the regional plan for Uusimaa, 
the Helsinki Region Land Use (MASU), Helsinki Metropolitan Area Transport System Plan 
(PLJ), ALJ 2050, and Housing and Transport cooperation (MAL) (Suomi and Rauramo, 
2015).  

The Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Program presents four goals concerning its national and 
international importance, growth of business, increased welfare for citizens, and protection of 
the environment (Uusimaa Regional Council, 2007).  

There is no county wide public transport system in Uusimaa/Nyland though Helsinki and six 
other municipalities have a shared local authority for their public transport network (HSL, 
n.d.a). Another municipal cooperation is the Helsinki Region Transport System Plan (HLJ). A 
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new plan HLJ 2015 is currently being developed in cooperation with all public transport 
which is closely linked to the MASU, MAL and to regional land use planning (Helsinki Region 
Transport, n.d.) 

 
3.6 Hazardous Cargo in Finland 
For Helsinki the only relevant regulations for hazardous cargo appear to be those described in 
the document Citylogistiikka Toimenpideohjelma (The City Logistics Program). This 
document concerns the city logistics of Helsinki and includes a section about the transport of 
hazardous cargo. The section describes the prohibitions regarding transportation of hazardous 
cargo in the inner city of Helsinki (Helsinki City Planning Department, 2014b). 

 
Fig 16. Prohibitions regarding hazardous cargo in the inner city of Helsinki  

(Helsinki City Planning Department, 2014b) 

According to Helsinki planners, Finland has no regulations specifically regarding 
development adjacent to transport of hazardous cargo (Suomi and Rauramo, 2015 and Pihla, 
2015). 

 
3.7 The New Helsinki General Plan  

3.7.1 Background 
 
In 2012 Helsinki municipality begun the process of making a new general plan. The draft of 
the plan, published in the end of 2014, consists of three parts: the vision, the general plan map 
and the implementation program (Helsinki Municipality, n.d.b).  
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According to the interview with planners Suomi and Rauramo (2015) the plan is unusual for 
Helsinki because it has a much higher level of strategic and visionary planning than what has 
been done before. While the current plan is strictly a land use plan with concrete goals this 
new plan has tried to avoid exact measuring of land use to instead leave that to the planners 
on a more detailed level.  

3.7.2 Vision 2050 
The vision part of the general plan was published in 2013. It is called Vision 2050 and is a 
goal oriented plan which presents an envisioned future Helsinki in the year 2050. According 
to Helsinki Municipality Planning Department (2013a) the stated purpose of this document is 
to emphasize the underlying strategic goals for the decisions made in the drawing of the 
general plan. It is reasoned that since the plan only controls land use it is often not apparent 
how many other factors; prognoses, strategies and value choices it is based on. The document 
was developed through seven different themes which have been combined to form a 
conclusion about which direction the city should steer its development. The themes are 
named: 

• Helsinki is an urban metropolis pulsating with life 

• Helsinki – a city of appealing living options 

• Helsinki- city of economic growth and jobs 

• City of sustainable mobility 

• Recreation, urban nature and cultural environment 

• Helsinki seaside areas 

• International Helsinki and Helsinki as part of the region 

The vision documents admit that reaching the goals of the vision is difficult as standard 
processes and an ever stricter regulation might not comply. Though it expresses the outlook 
that adhering to all values has a risk of leading to such compromises that none of aims are 
met. Therefore vision 2050 has a fixed goal were the values to adhere to has been determined. 
The document also states that even though it is nearly impossible to make accurate predictions 
37 years into the future it is necessary to do so. In the field of urban planning this is a 
relatively short time and goals need to be set sufficiently far ahead in order to form a long 
term plan for development (Helsinki Municipality Planning Department, 2013a).  
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Fig 17. The envisioned network city (Helsinki Municiality Planning Department, 2013a) 

The main vision presented in the document is that by year 2050 Helsinki is a fast growing 
multi-core city with center and sub cores expanded and connected by rail transport. The city 
has 860 000 inhabitants and 560 000 workplaces. It is more densely populated, especially in 
the cores and along certain traffic routes. The sub cores have been made more urban by a 
higher plot ratio, a higher degree of mixed functions and a design more suitable to 
pedestrians. A large part of the document reports in detail the concept of the rail network city 
which includes transformation of all ‘highways’ within the inner ring road, Ring I, into 
boulevards (Helsinki Municipality Planning Department, 2013a). 

3.7.3 The map 
The general plan map is the only part which is legally binding. It will control the detail 
planning up until approximately year 2030 until the next detail plan is approved. Apart from 
the illustrative map document for the general plan there is also a description document with 
clarifications and information about motivations for the decisions taken and the effects the 
plan will generate (Helsinki Municipality, n.d).  

Rather than defining specific such as the type or height of houses the plan map consists of 
pixels marking different density figures. Thereby the detail planners can make decisions based 
on demand and preference. The purpose of this is to create more flexibility which is, 
according to the interviewees, much needed (Suomi and Rauramo, 2015).  
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Fig 18. Draft for general plan map with pixels marking different land use and density  

(Helsinki Municipality, 2014) 
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4. Case Study Älvsjö 
4.1 Background 
Älvsjö is a district in the south part of Stockholm. It was developed in the beginning of the 
1900’s around the Älvsjö train station and has been expanded and densified ever since. At 
present Älvsjö is a very important hub for public transport since the two southern branches of 
the commuter train diverges there and it has a large bus station. The area has for a long time 
been of interest for development both from municipal and private interests. It is one of the 
nodes of emphasis presented in the Stockholm comprehensive plan which means it is a focus 
point for densification and urban development (Promenadstaden, 2010). There are also many 
larger scale plans on discussion which implementation would affect the area, such as subway 
line with a station in Älvsjö, the possibility of a future transverse southern tram line. For some 
time, plans for a southern transverse car tunnel were considered with one of its possible routes 
being below Älvsjö (Björk Novak, 2015).  

 
Fig 19. Location of Älvsjö (Google Maps, 2015) 

 

4.2 Project Area 
The project area is the land on the south east side of the rail road tracks, adjacent to the Älvsjö 
station. At present the area consists of unbuilt green area, office buildings, stretches of the 
arterial roads Magelungsvägen, Huddingevägen and Åbyvägen, outdoor sport facilities and 
the premise for Stockholm International Fairs and Congress Centre. Most of the land is owned 
by the municipality. The exception is the 20 percent of land which is used by the exhibition, 
though it is partially owned by a municipal corporation (Björk Novak, 2015). 
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Fig 20. Project area (Stockholm municipality, 2015c) 

Both Huddingevägen and Magelungsvägen are highly trafficked roads. Traffic counts made in 
2014 showed flows up to 26 300 vehicles/day on Huddingevägen and 30 000 on 
Magelungsvägen within the plan area. These numbers can be seen as rough estimates on the 
average traffic (Nilsson, 2015). Old maps of traffic flows from 1998 show the flows in this 
area as 40 000 vehicles/average weekday on Huddingevägen and 18 000 on Magelungsvägen 
(Eriksson, 2015). 

In 2013 the company Structor Riskbyrån AB presented a document for the overview of 
potential risks of accidents. The map presents the areas viewed as risks. The railway contains 
the main Stockholm railway line as well as the track towards the harbor Nynäshamn. Both 
lines are considered to carry hazardous cargo of all types. Huddingevägen and Åbyvägen are 
both secondary recommended road for hazardous cargo. Magelungsvägen is not a 
recommended road for hazardous cargo but due to its close vicinity of Västberga and Älvsjö 
industrial area local transports might occur. In addition to the transports, other risk factors are 
a gas station within the development area and Älvsjö industrial area in close proximity to the 
area. The location of the gas station after the plan process is not yet determined (Structor, 
2013). 
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Fig 21. Risk factors for the planning area (Structor, 2013) 

Regarding Magelungsvägen there is another ongoing plan process for a stretch of this road a 
short distance to the north west. The plan consists of adding about 1500 apartments to a work 
place area in Solberga. The road, which is named Älvsjövägen along this stretch, is to be 
made more urban by adding new development and trees adjacent to the road (Stockholm 
Municipality Planning Department, 2012). The plan documents for this project do not 
mention changes to the road structure.    

4.3 Plans 
According to Björk Novak (2015) the initial planning process for the area begun in 2007 with 
a structure plan by the architect bureau &Rundquist. In 2013 the plan process had reached the 
stage of consultation with citizens but at this time new political directives came that the plan 
should be more ambitious regarding its amount of housing. The plan at this time contained 
about 4500 residential units and the new goal directives where 7000 - 10 000 in mixed 
development with workplaces.  

The new planning process started in the fall of 2014. Because of the higher ambitions in this 
process the planners have been given commission to investigate larger infrastructure changes, 
like diversion of roads. This was not done in the previous process. In the new process the plan 
area is slightly larger to contain some of the green area along the Magelungsvägen. This 
additional area will most likely not be developed due to significant biological values but it 
will affect the plan structure (Björk Novak, 2015).  

Björk Novak (2015) states that one of the more major infrastructure changes is likely to be 
Magelungsvägen. At this time nothing is decided but it is not expected that it will be kept in 
its present state with an elevated road and ramps for entrance and exit in the middle of the 
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plan area. One possibility is to divert the road to run along the rail road track and change the 
existing structure to a car free connection or one with shared space for traffic. Since the rail is 
already a great barrier it could be more efficient to divert the barrier of the traffic to alongside 
it.  

 
Fig 22. View of Magelungsvägen in project area (Picture by author) 

According to Björk Novak (2015) the possibility of transforming Huddingevägen to an urban 
street was considered in the beginning of the plan process. However, it was judged that due to 
the many risk factors of hazardous cargo it would be very difficult to create an urban quality 
for such a street. Additionally, because Huddingvägen is considered a national interest it is 
not possible to restrict the traffic significantly. Another complication regarding transformation 
of Huddingevägen is the high exploitation of the area. Even though the probability of an 
accident with hazardous cargo to occur is low, the risk is unusually high due to the large 
population planned for the site. In socio-economic calculations risk is a measure of the 
probability times the consequences of an accident. Another possible option which is being 
examined at present is to deck over part of Huddingevägen. In this way it would be possible 
to use the land more efficiently without reducing the capacity of the road significantly. This is 
very expensive so it has to be made profitable by the exploitation. The profitability will be 
affected by the type of development built, for example rentals vs condominium where the 
latter is more profitable. 

There are very few connections past the railroad in the area. It is quite likely that risk analyses 
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for Huddingvägen will examine the possibility of building closer than 25 meter from 
Huddingevägen with other measures to take into account the risk, For example different 
facades and location of offices rather than housing closest to the road (Björk Novak, 2015).  

The different regional plans make it particularly difficult to do long time planning for Älvsjö. 
Factors mentioned above and possible additional rail track have to be taken into 
consideration. Björk Novak (2015) finds it likely that at some point one of the industrial areas 
north of the plan area will be transformed away from industrial use. It is also possible that the 
routes for hazardous cargo will change in the future. This cannot be planned for in the 
development of the detail plans since it has not yet occurred.  
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5. Case Study Enköpingsvägen 
5.1 Background 
The name of Enköpingsvägen stems from it originally being part of the road between 
Stockholm and Enköping. Up until recently Enköpingsvägen was part of E18. When the new 
road stretch Kymlingelänken opened it replaced Enköpingsvägen in the E-road network. 
Before the opening of Kymlingelänken to replace Enköpingsvägen as E-route the flow of 
traffic on the road was about 35 000 – 40 000 vehicles per average working day (Sundbyberg 
Municipality, 2012). No vehicle of Enköpingsvägen after the opening of the new link is 
available.  

 
Fig 23. Location of road stretch (Google Maps, 2015) 

5.2 Plans 
In its most recent comprehension plan Sundbyberg Municipality (2013) states that when the 
governance of the Sundbyberg stretch of Enköpingsvägen has been transferred to the 
municipality it should be transformed. The plan presents the aim of reducing the barrier effect 
of the road by making changes to the road design, adding development as well as bike and 
pedestrian paths. These plans are based on the assumption that the classification of 
Enköpingsvägen as a recommended road for hazardous cargo will be changed (Sundbyberg 
Municipality, 2013).  

According to interview with planners Johansson and Kåverud (2015) planning propositions 
for the future structure of Enköpingsvägen have been made by the planning department from 
at least as early as 2001. Because of state governance of the road and the risk classification for 
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hazardous cargo there has been no possibility for development but the future potential has 
been investigated.  

According to the interviewees the primary reason for wanting to change the Enköpingsvägen 
is to reduce its effect as a barrier both in the physical and mental sense. The physical barrier 
comes from the street network on the different side of the road not connecting and the 
available crossings for pedestrians, bicyclists being few. The mental barrier exists in the sense 
that many people who live north of Enköpingsvägen, in the areas Ursvik and Brotorp, do not 
identify themselves as living in Sundbyberg. Therefore the main goal with a development 
plan for the portion of Enköpingsvägen belonging to Sundbyberg is to physically transform it 
to be easier to cross (Johansson and Kåverud, 2015).  

 
Fig 24. View of Enköpingsvägen (Picture by author) 

In order for this transformation of Enköpingsvägen to be economically viable it is necessary 
for the plans to include new building rights along it. The development of this land along the 
road is not the goal in itself according to Johansson but rather a means to an end to finance the 
physical transformation of the road. If it was solely a question about land for development of 
housing or offices this land would not be the first choice. There are a number of complications 
for development, such as height differences and the subway train depot forming a barrier to 
the south. Also the land is not as attractive as many other parts of Sundbyberg since it is not in 
close proximity to any of the subway or light rail stations and the road is so close by. 
According to Johansson there are other areas much easier to develop in the municipality 
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(Johansson and Kåverud, 2015). 

At the time of the interview, the planning process for the road has not yet begun. This is due 
to the road not yet being in the governance of the municipality and because its future 
classification for hazardous cargo has not been determined. Because of this, details about 
design choices or type of buildings most suitable have not yet been determined. Possible 
changes to the road are a reduction in the number of driving lanes, transformations to reduce 
speed, change in street lightning and more connections to the local street networks (Johansson 
and Kåverud, 2015). 

According to the interview the factor with the largest influence on the project not yet 
determined is the risk classification of the road for hazardous cargo. The classification will 
determine what type of development is possible. If the County Administrative Board makes 
the decision to include Enköpingsvägen in the secondary routes for hazardous cargo future 
development of the road will have to account for risk with such a transport. Most likely a 
distance of 25 meters between the edge of the road and the development would become 
necessary. To build closer than that would entail additional demands on the construction 
which would make the development too expensive to justify by the current attraction of the 
land (Johansson and Kåverud, 2015). 

According to the interview there has been no dialogue with Solna yet about their plan 
concerning Enköpingsvägen. Their impression is that it is not a topic of high priority for 
Solna; that their focus is elsewhere. Sundbyberg feels that the potential for their plan for the 
road is dependent on the plans of Solna, since decisions of the physical attributes of 
Enköpingsvägen have to be coordinated between the Sundbyberg and Solna municipality. 
However, since the planning processes for these types of projects generally take time and the 
risk classification is not even yet determined there is still time to move slowly (Johansson and 
Kåverud, 2015). 

The Comprehensive plan of Solna, published in 2006, makes no mention of plans for 
changing Enköpingsvägen. The smaller in-depth comprehesive plan for the areas Västerjärva 
and Ullriskdal mentions the possibility of redirecting throughway traffic and transform 
Enköpingsvägen to an attractive link between the local areas by planting trees and 
transforming the multilevel intersection in the area Brotorp into a roundabout. However due 
to the increasing development in these local areas the traffic volumes are estimated to reach 
the same numbers as at the time of the E-route in the long term. Passage beneath the road for 
pedestrians and bicyclists is mentioned (Solna Municipality, 2004). 

Since these documents are both about ten years old at this point, it is possible that more recent 
changes to the plans for Enköpingsvägen have occurred. Solna municipality traffic planner 
Tillander (2015) informs in an e-mail that there are no concrete plans for transformations of 
Enköpingsvägen but that this is likely to change as the current development of the area north 
of the road expands. The only plans at present are transformations of two intersections. 
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6. Case Study Helsinki 
6.1 Concept 
The concept of boulevardisation is a large part of the overall vision of the new Helsinki 
general plan. The project consists of transforming the expressways extending into the city into 
urban boulevards. According to the planning department the main reason for this 
transformation is to utilize the land in this central location. By converting the expressways to 
boulevards the land alongside them can be developed for housing and workplaces (Helsinki 
Municipality Planning Department, 2013a).  

 
Fig 25. Vision for the surroundings of Käpylä station  
(Helsinki Municipality Planning Department, 2013a) 

In the interview with Helsinki planners Suomi and Rauramo (2015) it was stated that the main 
difference considered between a highway and a boulevard is the speed limit. Other aspects 
regarded are the design of the intersections, if they are multi-level or not, and the general use 
of the surrounding space and the amount of barrier effect. Another important difference in the 
case of Helsinki is that from a legal point of view highways can never have rail structures 
whereas for boulevards this is possible. 

The land made available for development by this transformation is one third of the total land 
planned for new development until 2050. According to WSP calculations the developed areas 
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of this transformed land enables housing for 80 000 – 100 000 inhabitants and workplaces for 
about 50 000 jobs by 2050. The aim of division between housing and workplace is 60/40. 
Helsinki owns 65 % of the unbuilt land of the plan, including buffer zones along the 
highways. Therefore the project can be financed by the revenue of making the land available 
for development  (Suomi and Rauramo 2015).  

The reasoning stated for this plan is that construction in areas with existing infrastructure and 
services is significantly less costly than constructing in new areas. Densifications also viewed 
as having many other benefits for example in terms of an increased population base for 
services and possibilities of using the new development to fund renovation for existing 
buildings (Helsinki Municipality Planning Department, 2013a). According to Suomi and 
Rauramo (2015) the preservation of the green structure is also a strong motivation for the 
plan. 

 
Fig 26. Vision of boulevard (Helsinki Municipality Planning Department, 2013a) 

The vision document states that this transformation would inevitably reduce capacity for cars 
on these roads. This capacity is planned to be replaced by public transport in form of fast 
tramlines and new rapid bus routes. The document emphasizes the need for improved public 
transport connections both radially and transverse to the center (Helsinki Municipality 
Planning Department, 2013a). One tram line already in planning stage is the transverse line 
Raide-Jokeri (Spår-Jokern). The purpose is to replace the congested bus line 550 which runs 
in the vicinity of Ring I between Itäkeskus/Östra centrum and Westendinasema/ 
Westendstationen. It is estimated that a conversion of this bus line will result in an increase of 
daily travels along the line from 30 000 to 80 000 (Helsinki Municipality Planning 
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Department and Esbo Municipality Planning Department, 2015). In the interview Suomi and 
Rauramo (2015) explained that the boulevard and the fast trams cannot be considered 
independently from each other. They are both components in the overall vision of the network 
city.  

According to Helsinki Municipality Planning Department (2013b)*1 in their evaluation of the 
traffic infrastructure projects related to the general plan the estimated financial benefits of the 
transformation is about 600-1100 euros/ year per capita. These benefits include shorter 
distances, growth in walking and cycling and use of public transport and an estimated 
reduction in emissions and accidents. According to Suomi and Rauramo (2015) no 
evaluations of social aspect have been made. Their view is that considering social aspects 
would result in a higher estimation due to for example less segregation, more even 
opportunities for people to travel and fewer barriers.  

6.2 Background 
In 1989 the mayor of Helsinki, Raimo Ilaskivi, made suggestions to transform the motorways 
inside Ring I, and possibly other ones, to be more urban so that the land along them could be 
used for building. Nothing came of this suggestion although since then boulevardisation has 
appeared in several planning competition such as the Helsinki Vision in 1991 and the Greater 
Helsinki Vision 2050 in 2007. The first mention of boulevardisation from the Helsinki 
planning department occurred around 2000 (Niemelä, 2011).  

In 2011 a critical mass bike ride was arranged on the west highway (Länsiväylä/Västerleden) 
(Sundholm, 2011). One of the organizers was Carlos Lamuela Orta who had made a proposal 
for transformation of the west highway into an urban boulevard as his master thesis for Aalto 
University Department of Architecture in the previous year (Lamuela, 2010). 

The vision 2050 document states that the highway structure into the center was built for a city 
much smaller and that they in present time does not serve their function while at the same 
time creates barriers between different districts (Helsinki Municipality Planning Department, 
2013a). Suomi and Rauramo (2015) state that Helsinki does not have the funding to make 
sufficient traffic investments to solve future accessibility for cars. Traffic forecasts for 2030 
show that even with implementation of all priority projects there would be a higher amount of 
congestion. The municipality envisions an increase of 265 000 inhabitants by 2050 which 
would make that congestion even more severe.   

                                                 
* Only available in Finnish 
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Fig 27. Visualization of available road traffic capacity at the present and in a forecast for 2030 with 

all currently planned infrastructure projects built (Suomi and Rauramo, 2015) 

One document from Helsinki City Planning Department (2013c)*2 explains some of the 
reasoning for the boulevardisation project as enabling the extension of the urban core of 
Helsinki. According to the document, urban living is gaining popularity in Finland. Some 
trends which can be seen are an increase of families living in the inner city and the decrease 
of young people obtaining drivers licenses. The document states that housing supply in urban 
areas does not match the demand and prices are rising.  

6.3 Plans for the Different Road Stretches 
The roads chosen for transformation are Länsiväylä/Västerleden, Turunväylä/Åboleden, 

                                                 
*Only available in Finnish  
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Vihdintie/Vichtisvägen, Hämeenlinnanväylä/Tavestehusleden, Tuusulanväylä/Tusbyleden, 
Lahdenväylä/Lahtisleden and Itäväylä/Österleden. Roughly estimated the total stretch of road 
planned to be converted has a length of 30 km. This also includes plans of covering of the 
road of about 900 meters and about 400 meter of tunnel (Suomi and Rauramo 2015). The 
picture below shows the stretch of each road, their name and road numbers. It also has the 
unbuilt land alongside major roads marked in light blue, the stretches planned for 
transformation in dark blue and Ring I in purple. The following image is a table made by 
Finnish planners to illustrate the data of the traffic flows on the roads in 2013 showing 
minimum and maximum of vehicles per day.  

 
Fig 28. Overview of the boulevardisation roads (Suomi and Rauramo, 2015) 

 

 
Fig 30. Traffic flows 2013 (Suomi and Rauramo, 2015) 
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The design details of the boulevards are not yet decided. According to Suomi and Rauramo 
(2015) the aim for the width of the boulevards is 38 meters but it could likely become closer 
to 50 meters wide. The following images are examples of street design made by the architect 
bureau Serum Arkkitehdit Oy on behalf of Helsinki Municipality Planning Department.  

 
Fig 34. Boulevard sections (Helsinki Municipality Planning Department, 2014c) 

The covering of roads would be for areas around the metro station Herttoniemi/Hertonäs and 
by Itäkeskuksen/Östra Centrum in the vicinity of the large shopping center. The possible 
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tunnel would be of the road Itäväylä/Österleden at the island Kulosaari/Brändö east of the 
center, because this would enable higher density and allow for better connection of the 
northern side than with a boulevard (Suomi and Rauramo 2015). 

 
Fig 35. Illustrations of coverings (Helsinki Municipality Planning Department, 2014d) 

At present only Österleden is under governance of Helsinki municipality. All the other roads 
are under state governance (Suomi and Rauramo 2015). In order to make the transformation 
possible, they have to be under municipal governance. According to the Land use and 
Building Act §86a the municipality can, with the consent of the landowner, make the decision 
to take over governance of a road (Finlex, 1999 and Pihla, 2015). However according to the 
Highway act the Ministry of Transport and Communications decides the classification of 
roads and therefore must also be taken into account (Pihla, 2015). 

6.4 Supporting Material 

6.4.1 New Method of Forecast 
The report Target based evaluation of the effects of city boulevards by WSP has been very 
influential for the planning process according to Suomi and Rauramo (2015). This report 
presents two scenarios for the year 2050: BAU which is a “business and usual” scenario and 
BULE which is a scenario of the boulevardisation implemented. The analysis is done with a 
method of backcasting. This means that for the BULE scenario the analysis is done from the 
viewpoint of 2050 with the assumption that the boulevardisation has already happened. This 
method generates very different results compared to the standard traffic calculation methods 
used in Helsinki at present. The report of WSP is only available in Finnish and will therefore 
not be explained in much detail. The sequence of images below shows the development 
structure currently, in the BAU scenario and then in the BULE scenario. The color marks 
different quality in the areas. Blue is for high street connectivity, red for high density of 
workplaces, brown for high density of residential structures and purple areas of mixed use.  
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Fig 31. Visualizations of development structures: Current, BAU and BULE 

(Suomi and Rauramo, 2015) 

The document states that the idea of the backcasting method is to use a goal-oriented 
approach to start at the final point and work backwards towards the present to determine the 
necessary changes in design and policy to achieve the goal. This approach has been chosen 
because the boulevardisation assessment cannot be made using standard traffic assessment 
methods (Helsinki Municipality Planning Department, 2014a)*3.  

According to planners (Suomi and Rauramo, 2015) one of the assessment of this report is that 
daily traffic on the roads should go down from the current numbers between 30 000 and 
70 000 vehicles/day to 22 000 – 40 000 vehicles/day in 2050 if boulevardisation, toll system 
and renewed parking fees are implemented.   

6.4.2 Online map survey 
Another important document for the Helsinki planning department was the result of a citizen 
survey carried out in November 2013. 4700 people participated which is about 1% of the 
Helsinki population. The language used was 82 % Finnish, 17 % English and 1 % Swedish. 
The survey enabled people to express their view of the city’s future. Participants could for 
example point out certain spots of different category in the municipal area. Around 33 000 
spots were marked out, the most common category being proposed location for residential 
development and the second one urban nature of unique qualities (Helsinki Municipality, 
2014). Another part of the survey expressed which transport one considered the most 
important one out of private car, public transport, bicycle or walking. The following image 
illustrates which mode of transport was considered the most important in different areas of the 
municipality, in the order of public transport (purple), private car (red), bicycling (yellow) and 
walking (turquoise). In the districts with the planned boulevardisation areas public transport 
was considered the most important (Suomi and Rauramo, 2015). 
 

                                                 
*Only available in Finnish  
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Fig 32. Transport considered most important by residents in each area  

(Suomi and Rauramo, 2015) 
 
Based on the comments of the participants of their view of the city and new construction they 
were divided into the two groups named Urbanists and Densification critics.  

 

Fig. 33 Quotes representing the two categories of view of the city 
(Suomi and Rauramo, 2015) 

All data from the Helsinki citizen survey is available in Finnish at 
http://www.yleiskaava.fi/en/2014/helsinki-residents-identify-thousands-locations-
construction-development-city/  

6.5 Difficulties 
According to professor Rami Ratvio (2015) historically the biggest hinder against 
development along the highways have been the concerns of air quality, noise and parking. 
These are still mentioned in urban planning debates about the plan. Other criticism is doubts 
of the possibility to create urban qualities in the new developed areas. As example of this 
doubt the recent development of the former harbor area Kalasatama/Fiskhamnen is referenced 
where most services will be located in a shopping mall by the metro station. Another fact 
referred to is that workplaces in Helsinki are highly clustered at the present, 50% of them are 
located in an area of 1.2% of the municipality land.   

http://www.yleiskaava.fi/en/2014/helsinki-residents-identify-thousands-locations-construction-development-city/
http://www.yleiskaava.fi/en/2014/helsinki-residents-identify-thousands-locations-construction-development-city/
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Another angle in the debate is the question whether housing preferences for Finns has actually 
changed. According to Ratvori (2015) most surveys among Finns still show people assigning 
high value to quietness and closeness to nature. Some argue that the current demand for urban 
housing is only a trend brought on by the economic recession and reference the years of 2000 
– 2005 when the economic situation was better and the suburbanization was higher.  

Possible difficulties stated by planners (Suomi and Rauramo) 2015 are for example questions 
of air quality, noise, safety and quality of the streets. The details of these questions are 
covered in several planning reports but they are all only available in Finnish. Factors deemed 
important for these problems are for example vehicle speeds and design of the development. 
Other complicated practical aspects are questions of scheduling, in which order different 
implementations will be made. The project requires much cooperation between different 
departments.  

The economic aspect is also a complicating factor. One aspect is the change of maintenance 
cost from the state to municipality. The change in governance would entail an increase in road 
maintenance cost of many million Euros for Helsinki municipality (Suomi and Rauramo 
2015). Another aspect of complication is the complexity in financing the transformation 
through new development. One document by independent urban regional analysists describes 
the economic impacts of the change of land use. In this document it is stated that economic 
calculations are uncertain due to the generality of the plan. The most significant investment 
costs incur tunnels and cover structures and therefore costs are highly dependent on the extent 
to which these are used. The document also states that the market for workplace is much more 
uncertain than housing and therefore the amount of workplaces in the plan contains a high risk 
(Kaupunkitutkimus TA Oy, Sito Oy, )*4. Suomi and Rauramo (2015) admit that the division 
of 60% housing, 40% business areas might be a bit overset but state that it is a goal. 

Other complications to the process are political resistance about the change in accessibility for 
cars. There are concerns in some neighboring municipalities that this change will make 
traveling with car from their municipality to the Helsinki center more difficult (Suomi and 
Rauramo 2015). Another aspect to this is accessibility of parking space. The Vision 2050 
document states that people “will have to be more flexible with their parking demands.” It 
also states that development and implementation of sustainable technology solutions such as 
robot cars and demand responsive transportation will be supported. To make possible to be 
more efficient in land use since parking no longer being a key element in the planning 
(Helsinki Municipality Planning Department, 2013a). There is an entire report about this 
though it is only available in Finnish.  

Regarding practical aspects there are not many examples of projects done in places with 
winter conditions of snow and sleet, Montreal being one of the exceptions. Such conditions 
make it harder to maintain and to ensure the reliability of tram traffic. Other practical aspect 
that needs to be managed is the effect on air quality of studded tires and sand on the street 
(Suomi and Rauramo 2015). According to Ratvori (2015) Helsinki has been referring to 
Vancouver in examples.  
                                                 
* Only available in Finnish 
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7. Analysis 
From the material gathered much can be concluded about the differences and similarities 
between the conditions for boulevardisation in Stockholm and Helsinki. The analysis is 
categorized into Political and Public Opinions, Laws and Regulations and Development 
Structure. 

7.1 Political and Public Opinions 
The analysis of this section is based on the content of plan documents. By comparing goals 
and strategies from different documents it is possible to gain insight in the priorities and 
values in the planning. However the promotional role of such documents should not be 
ignored. For example with municipal plans the aim will most likely not only be to guide 
decisions but also to market the municipality. Even so plans can be a good indicator of the 
public and political view. 

Judging by the strategies presented in the municipal plans the urban planning values in 
Stockholm and Helsinki appear quite similar. All three municipal plans emphasize the 
importance of connections, mixed use development and increased density. The two larger 
municipalities present strategies for multicore structures which offer dense urban areas not 
only in the center. Therefore, the overall strategies appear to be the same. However the view 
of how they are to be achieved might differ.  

In that regard this quote from the Stockholm county infrastructure plan is quite interesting: 
“Stockholm county is characterized by a hard stressed transport system. The county traffic 
system is more strained than any other city or region in the nation and the situation is 
worsened by an increasing population. Even if investments are made in traffic infrastructure 
in both road and rail traffic the congestion on roads and rails will be continuously high. 
Traffic analyses judge that the socio economic cost of the congestion in Stockholm County is 
at a level of six billion SEK per year and that the bottleneck in the county will be more in 
2030. This development entails continuous defects in the work commuting and growth of the 
region.” (Stockholm County Council, 2014, pp 14) 

This statement is very similar to the one of Helsinki planner’s about the underlying reasoning 
for the focus in the new general plan of Helsinki. The Stockholm county plan continues by 
stating that the national investments in infrastructure for Stockholm should be higher while 
Helsinki municipalities conclusion is that ‘business as usual’ is not enough. The estimated 
situation is quite similar but the proposed solutions vastly different. This difference in 
solution might stem from different views on mobility. It seems that the Helsinki plan is made 
from a focus at movement of people rather than of vehicles. A similar focus does not seem to 
exist in the Stockholm planning.  

Another difference in planning policy appears to steam from the amount of visualization. The 
Helsinki vision document is aimed at 2050 while Stockholm and Sundbyberg currently only at 
2030. Judging by the Helsinki material a time span to 2050 is more favorable to 
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boulevardisation since it makes for more long term planning. It takes into account likely 
changes such as non-dependence on gasoline powered vehicles and lesser demand for parking 
space due to automatisation of traffic. 

Public opinion appears to have been working in favor for the Helsinki boulevardisation plans. 
The bike demonstration on one of the expressways to convert it to a boulevard probably gave 
a strong impression of public support for boulevardisation even before it was proposed by 
planners. The citizen survey carried out by Helsinki of peoples view of the future of the city 
was also strong public support for boulevardisation since public transport was considered the 
most important in these areas. However, since the survey was only answered by 1% of the 
total population it is unclear how similar it is to the majority view. At the moment there is no 
comprehensive material about the preference of Stockholm citizens regarding future 
development of the city.  

Other relevant aspects to the conditions would be attitude to mode of transport and concerns 
about noise and air quality.  As is seen in the Helsinki case study these are contested factors 
for the project. The statistics shows the amount of cars per citizen to be fairly similar in 
Stockholm and Helsinki. The biggest variation is the lower car ownership of Sundbyberg 
municipality which suggests less sensitivity to changes in car accessibility. Stockholm county 
has a higher share of public transport trips than Uusimaa/Nyland which might entail a higher 
demand for public transport investments. In terms of health this topic seems to be a bit more 
emphasized in the municipal plans for Stockholm and Sundbyberg than in Helsinki. This 
could entail more resistance to development adjacent to highly trafficked roads but also a 
more favorable view on restricting car traffic in central locations. 

7.2 Laws and Regulations 
The structure of the planning system seems similar in Sweden and Finland. The majority of 
infrastructure and land use planning is done at regional and municipal level. County plans are 
made at the regional level which guides the development of comprehensive municipal and 
detailed plans. One important difference is the public transport system. In Uusimaa/Nyland it 
is the responsibility of each municipality while in Stockholm the responsibility lays with the 
county. 

A significant dissimilarity in this category is the regulation for hazardous cargo. In Sweden 
there is a complex system of recommendations and guidelines tied to laws about risk 
consideration for new development. The system does not preclude roads recommended for 
such cargo to be converted but makes it more difficult. Going against the guidelines of the 
County Board in regards of recommended distance from road to new development requires 
complex risk assessments and the posing of expensive demands on the construction. In both 
of the Stockholm case studies the recommendations of roads for hazardous cargo can be seen 
to impact the conditions for boulevardisation negatively. In Finland such guidelines do not 
exist.  

Another difference is the emphasis on national interests in Sweden. As seen in the Älvsjö case 
study the fact that Huddingevägen is considered a national interest entails restriction for 
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affecting its vehicle capacity significantly. The focus of national interests, on certain areas 
rather than overall objectives, hampers the possibility of boulevardisation. If movement of 
vehicles in a certain area is a case for veto it is not possible to weigh this against other 
benefits.   

7.3 Development Structure 
The most significant differences in development structure of Stockholm and Helsinki are in 
terms of population density and road structure.  

The Stockholm municipality and region is significantly denser. In the municipalities the 
largest difference is between the centers. A higher population density entails a higher base for 
public transport which is positive for boulevardisation. 

 

Fig 36. Combined map population density, expressways and boulevardisation, from fig 12, 13 and 28 

The difference in road structure is probably the most significant of all compared factors. 
Stockholm county is divided by water with few connections between. The only two major car 
connections between north and south go through the center. Therefore a likely assumption is 
that any attempts to restrict car capacity connected to these routes would meet much 
resistance from the northern and southern outskirts of the county. Helsinki has two ring roads 
while Stockholm has only one. As is seen on the Helsinki flow map on the next page (a larger 
version is available in the attachments) the ring roads enables large flows of car travel 
between the east and west outskirts of the city.  
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Fig 37. Helsinki traffic flow map with boulevardisation areas marked 

However, it is important to note that the car connections through Stockholm are not used for 
through-fare traffic on a national level. According to a report made by the Swedish Institute 
for Transport and Communications Analysis the estimated traffic passing through the 
Stockholm county on an average weekday in year 2000 was 68 vehicles (SIKA, 2007). Unless 
the situation has changed completely since this year, the vast majority of the car traffic has its 
start and/or destination point within Stockholm county.  

These differences in road structure affect the impacts of boulevardisation. In Helsinki the 
question is capacity for travel to and from the city center. In Stockholm it would also affect 
the travel capacity between the north and south part of the county. Therefore a loss in capacity 
for Stockholm would have to be considered on a much bigger scale. Compensations with 
public transport would probably have to be on the county level, perhaps in the form of an 
additional commuter or subway line.  

Another way to allow transformation of the existing north to south routes without impairing 
car capacity is to build an additional ring road. Such plans are currently on the way with the 
project of Förbifart Stockholm. It is uncertain whether this planned ring road could be 
considered to improve conditions for boulevardisation. On one hand it reduces the importance 
of current central roads as the only north-south links for cars. On the other hand a likely 
estimation is the improved capacity for car traffic leading to increased car travel in the county, 
which would make the lowering of capacity on major roads more difficult. Also the sprawling 
effects of a ring road is the opposite qualities aimed for with boulevardisation which 
somewhat negates its purpose. 

Not all expressways in the Stockholm county are north-south oriented as seen examples of in 
both case studies in terms of Enköpingsvägen and Magelungsvägen. In these cases 
coordination on the county level would not be a necessity. However the case in Sundbyberg 
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points to the need for neighboring municipalities to collaborate with each other in 
transformation of roads going through several municipalities. 

  
Fig 38. Case study roads marked out 

The traffic flow for Älvsjövägen, Magelungsvägen and Enköpingsvägen is in the range of the 
traffic flow for the different roads in Helsinki. The illustration below depicts rough 
estimations of traffic flows based on numbers presented in the case studies. Especially the 
ones for the Swedish roads should only be seen as indicators. Based on these estimations the 
traffic flows of the Swedish case study roads appear comparable to the Finnish roads.  

 
Fig 39. Rough estimations of traffic flows 
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The differences presented in this section seem to indicate that boulevardisation of any north-
south oriented roads in the considered area would be most successful if initiated at the county 
level. For expressways oriented in other directions conditions appears to be more favorable 
than in Helsinki. The traffic flows appear to be equal or lower and the population density is 
higher than in the Helsinki areas.  
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8. Conclusion and Additional Discussion 
8.1 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The aim of this research was to investigate the possibility for planners and decision makers to 
apply knowledge and experience from the Helsinki boulevardisation project in the 
development planning of Stockholm. This was done through the research question: What are 
the similarities and differences in the conditions for converting roads reserved for high speed 
vehicle traffic into urban boulevards in Stockholm and Helsinki?  

Several conclusions can be drawn about the similarities and differences in conditions for 
conversion. The most essential ones gathered are: 

Similarities -Structure of the planning system in Sweden and Finland 
-General planning aims in Stockholm and Helsinki 

Differences -Land and road structure in the two cities 
-Significantly higher population density in the Stockholm county 
-Higher share of public transport trips in the Stockholm county 
-Stockholm county responsible for public transport while Uusimaa/Nyland 
county has no authority on it  
-Longer time span of visions in Helsinki 
-More complex regulations for hazardous cargo in Stockholm 
-Regulations of national interests hampering the weighting of interests in 
Stockholm 

 

The conclusion shows the different importance of regional planning in the two cities. In 
Helsinki the initiators of the projects is the Helsinki municipality. The different conditions in 
Stockholm indicate a need for the county to have a larger role in any similar scale 
boulevardisation project.  The central roads of Stockholm are links between the north and 
south part of the county for which any change in car capacity would have to be considered on 
a county scale. The difference in responsibility for public transport means that any investment 
in such to compensate for the loss of car capacity would have to be decided on by the 
Stockholm County Council. The higher population density and higher share of public 
transport trips in the Stockholm county is likely to make conditions for a regional 
boulevardisation project more favorable than in the Uusimaa region.  

Stockholm County Council also has the option of improving conditions for boulevardisation 
by changing their system of recommendation in regards to hazardous cargo. The current 
system is incredibly difficult to grasp and describe. The two case studies suggest that the 
guidelines, for safety distances of development along roads recommended for hazardous 
cargo are treated as requirements, which are complex and expensive to overstep. It is not clear 
why the risk of hazardous cargo has such specific guidelines compared to other required risk 
considerations in municipal planning.  
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Another disadvantage to Stockholm is the regulation for national interests in Sweden. In 
Helsinki it is evident that the boulevardisation project is dependent on a shift in focus from 
movement of vehicles to movement of people. The assigning national interests to certain 
roads in Stockholm prevents such a shift in focus since the flow of cars itself is considered a 
irreplaceable value. The Swedish Transport Administration should consider the purpose of the 
movement of cars rather than assigning value directly to it. 

The Helsinki project shows the benefits of a longer time span of vision in planning. It allows 
for planning with regards to change in conditions, such as lesser dependence on gasoline and 
parking spaces. Overall it appears that plans with a stronger focus on aspired future rather 
than the present are more favorable to conditions of conversion. Longer time lines and more 
goal oriented planning can be applied both on regional and municipal plans in Stockholm.   

In planning on municipal level specific reports and methods from Helsinki municipality is 
likely to be of use. The assimilation of knowledge from the material is hindered by the fact 
that most of it only available in Finnish. It is possible that if many non-Finnish planners and 
researchers were to show an interest in the Helsinki planning material it would provide 
incentives for English translations of more documents. One report which seems particularly 
useful is named Asuinkorttelit kaupunkibulevardien varrella – Rakentamisen konsepteja and 
concerns how different construction concepts can be used to affect noise levels and air 
quality. It appears to contain much generalizable knowledge, for example how distances and 
heights of buildings affect the propagation of noise from traffic. Other useful material from 
Helsinki municipality might be the tools for the online map survey they conducted in their 
draft for the general plan. The interviewed Helsinki planners made clear how useful it was to 
have survey material of citizen support for their aim of a network city. It is very likely that 
many municipalities in Stockholm would have use for material about what kind of future 
development its citizens would like to see.  

8.2 Further Research 
This thesis has offered an overview of some important factors for the conditions of 
boulevardisation. The material opens up the possibility for further investigations and analysis 
in various topics.  

One useful further study would be the compared flow of people with different transport 
systems in the two cities. As seen in the plans for Helsinki the mobility of people is an 
important factor in questions about boulevardisation and the idea of replacing capacity for car 
with public transport is influential. This thesis contains very little material about the flow of 
people for various reasons. The lack of comparisons of the public transport system is due to 
absence of comparable data. The systems are measured at different levels and with different 
methods. In addition not much material overall about the public transport seem to be 
publically available for Helsinki. Basic statistics about trips in the municipalities participating 
in the shared public transport system HSL could be gained through e-mail but since 
Stockholm measure the public transport on county level comparison was difficult. In 
comparisons of the road system the problem was the reversed. No current information about 
vehicle flows on the roads in Stockholm could be accessed. Most public information found 
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online was over 15 years old and correspondence with traffic planners gained little new 
information. It is possible that someone with more time to focus on this particular topic would 
be able to gather more data and investigate methods for comparison and presentation of the 
movement of people. 

The lack of information about transport flow of people in the case of Helsinki is strange. 
Since such large part of the new Helsinki general plan relies on the premise of replacing car 
capacity with rail and bus transport it would have been reasonable to expect some numbers 
supporting this idea. An example of useful material is visualizations of estimated flow of 
people, not vehicles, being transported on the main roads respectively on rail systems.  

Another suggestion of an interesting aspect to investigate is the possibility of a shift from a 
focus on ‘mobility’ to ‘accessibility’ in the urban planning practice. The analysis of this thesis 
has been made under the premise that a boulevardisation should not impair the mobility of 
people. The premise of the Helsinki plan does not question mobility as a goal. This is 
understandable since it is already unusually progressive in its focus on mobility of people 
rather than vehicles. The goal of mobility is widely questioned though. As an example, a 
global report on human settlements the UN-Habitat (2013, pp 198) emphasizes the need to 
recognize the demand for travel as a result of other demands:   

“The end or objective of most travel is to meet a friend, earn income, attend school or 
purchase a good, not movement per se. Cars, trains, buses and bikes are simply the means to 
achieve these ends. Making this distinction shifts the focus to ‘people’ and ‘places’ and away 
from ‘movement’. This realization envisages cities, neighbourhoods, regions and mobility 
systems as tools that promote desired societal outcomes – such as live ability and affordable 
access – with transport playing a supportive role.” 

A study containing examples and ideas on methods for Helsinki and Stockholm planners to 
measure accessibility to ‘desired social outcomes’ rather than the movement of people would 
provide useful material. 
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10. Statistics and Illustration Attachments 
Stockholm county 
 Amount Date Source 
Land Area (km²) 6 526 2012 Statistics Sweden, 2012 
Population 
(inhabitants) 

2 163 042 2013 Statistics Sweden, 2014 

Population Density 
(pers/ km²) 

331 - - 

Car Ownership 
(cars/pers) 

0.39 End of 2013 Trafikanalys, 2014 

Public transport share 
of total trips made 

0.37 2013 Stockholm County Council, 
2014 

Fig 40. Statistics Stockholm County 

Uusimaa/Nyland county 
 Amount Date Source 
Land Area (km²) 9 097 2015 Statistics Finland, 2015 
Population 
(inhabitants) 

1 603 388 2015 Statistics Finland, 2015 

Population Density 
(pers/ km²) 

176 - - 

Car Ownership 
(cars/pers) 

0.42 2013 Uusimaa Regional Council, 
2014 

Public transport share 
of total trips made 

0.24 2012 HSL, 2015 

Fig 41. Statistics Uusimaa/Nyland county 
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Stockholm municipality 
 Amount Date Source 
Land Area (km²) 188 2015 Stockholm Municipality, 2015a 
Population 
(inhabitants) 

911 989 31 December 2014 Stockholm Municipality, 2015b 

Population Density 
(pers/ km²) 

4851 - - 

Car Ownership 
(cars/pers) 

0.36 End of 2014 Trafikanalys, 2015 

Fig 42. Statistics Stockholm municipality 

Sundbyberg municipality 
 Number Date Source 
Land Area (km²) 9 31 December 2014 Sundbyberg Municipality, 2015 
Population 
(inhabitants) 

44 090 31 December 2014 Sundbyberg Municipality, 2015 

Population Density 
(pers/ km²) 

4 899 - - 

Car Ownership 
(cars/pers) 

0.27 End of 2014 Trafikanalys, 2015 

Fig 43. Statistics Sundbyberg municipality 

Helsinki municipality 
 Number Date Source 
Land Area (km²) 216 2014 Helsinki Municipality, 2014 
Population 
(inhabitants) 

612 664 2014 Helsinki Municipality, 2014 

Population Density 
(pers/ km²) 

2 832 - - 

Car Ownership  
(cars/pers) 

0.329 2014 Helsinki Municipality Planning 
Department, 2015 

Fig 44. Statistics Helsinki municipality 
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Fig 45. Current traffic flow in Helsinki (Suomi and Rauramo 2015). 
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Fig 46. Public transport map Stockholm region (SL, 2014b). 

Showing the three metro lines in color, the commuter lines in black and tram and light rail in 
grey. 
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Fig 47. Public transport map Helsinki (HSL, n.d.b.) 

Showing the tram lines, the metro line marked M and the start of the rail lines.  
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Fig 48. Helsinki rail system. 
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